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Overview of my presentation on sustainable bond investing
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> Sustainable investing requires asset pricing (‘demand’), corporate finance (‘supply’), and context (‘practice’)

> Sustainable bonds markets are large, but currently only a small fraction of the total fixed income market

> The greenium exists, but it is easy to understand why it is small

> If you really want to understand new assets, do not blindly apply fancy econometric techniques
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Four key takeaways from my talk



> Context: How are institutional investors in Europe required report the climate risk in their investment portfolio?

> Asset pricing: How do portfolio managers measure the market risk (beta) in their investment portfolios?

> How can you reduce carbon footprint, but keep carbon market risk the same as in the benchmark index? 

> Corporate finance: What disciplines corporate management more, long-dated or short-dated financing?
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Portfolio manager incentives to decarbonize and buy long-dated bonds Takeaway #1: Incentives

https://doi.org
/10.1108/MF-
02-2023-0077

https://doi.org/
10.3905/jpm.20

07.674795 

Half the portfolio weight (w) of large emitters and double the duration (dur)!

https://doi.org/10.1108/MF-02-2023-0077
https://doi.org/10.1108/MF-02-2023-0077
https://doi.org/10.1108/MF-02-2023-0077
https://doi.org/10.3905/jpm.2007.674795
https://doi.org/10.3905/jpm.2007.674795
https://doi.org/10.3905/jpm.2007.674795
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High emitting companies can more easily obtain long-term financing! Takeaway #1: Incentives
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Sustainable investors may have non-sustainable incentives on the side

Because bonds mature, fixed income investors have lots of power to influence the company

Takeaway #1: Incentives



> Global fixed income market size: USD 57,295 billion, so sustainable bonds < 3.5% of total fixed income market

> Number of bonds in the index Green ~1500, Sustainable ~500, Social ~300, Sustainability-linked ~200
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Overview of the market of sustainable bonds Takeaway #2: Market

Use of proceeds

Use of proceeds

Use of proceeds

KPI-based penalty
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Who issues the bonds? Social bonds are mostly government-related issuers! Takeaway #2: Market
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Who issues bonds? Sustainability-linked bonds are mostly corporate issuers! Takeaway #2: Market
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Is using more data better? The evolution of the green bond market Takeaway #2: Market
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“Sustainability-linked bonds have more downside risk than conventional bonds”



> The green (prem)ium is the difference in yield between a green bond and a similar but not green conventional bond

> What determines the price of a bond?

> Counterparty (and seniority) risk: What is the expected loss due to default? 

> Maturity: How long does it take before the investors gets the cash flows from the bond?

> Market risk: What is the appropriate credit market risk premium?

> Greenness of the bond: WHERE?? HOW??

> Ideal candidate to determine the greenium: Same issuer, same maturity, same coupon, same size, same seniority!

> NB: Green bonds are not paid back from revenues from green projects, but pari-passu with conventional bonds
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What is the greenium? Takeaway #3: Greenium is small
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Evidence on the greenium by German ‘twin bonds’ Takeaway #3: Greenium is small



> Yes, ‘sustainability taste’ (or implicit market segmentation) can affect market prices. Question is how much is realistic.

> Pastor, Stambaugh & Taylor (2021), Pedersen, Fitzgibbons & Pomorski (2021), Zerbib (2022), Cornell (2021) and more…

>  What is a good comparable bond to measure the greenium?

> Suppose issuance of a green bond is a commitment signal from the company to reduce climate change risk

> Suppose investors in aggregate expect that less climate risk increases expected cashflows or reduces systematic risk

> Both the green and conventional bond of the same company see the yield go down by about the same amount

> The greenium may be better defined compared to a very similar company that did not issue a green bond

> The best researched “<10 basis points” ever!

> Hachenberg & Schiereck (2018), Zerbib (2019), Tang & Zhang (2020), Larcker & Watts (2020), Partridge & Medda (2020), Deng, 
Tang, & Zhang (2020), Bhanot, Combs, & Patel (2022), Jabłecki (2023), Benincasa, Fu, Mishra & Paranjape (2023), etcetera…

> The greenium is even smaller when the green bond smells like greenwashing (as market participants are not totally crazy)
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The greenium is small (and perhaps over-researched) Takeaway #3: Greenium is small



1. Eligibility – Green bond framework in line with green bond principles

> Review of the issuer’s Green Bond Framework and verification by external party (ex-ante), if available

2. Allocation of proceeds – project evaluation

> Contribution to environmental objectives, eligible with EU Taxonomy on environmental sustainability

3. Impact reporting – lower carbon footprint

> At least annually, the issuer needs to report on the use of proceeds and the contribution to the 
environmental objective. Best practice is for this impact report to be externally audited (ex-post)

4. Environmental strategy

> Assessment of the wider strategy of the company, country or government related entity

5. Conduct – Adherence to international norms

> Social safeguards (International Human and Labor Rights), Controversial behavior (UN Global Compact 
not violated), Sanctions linked to exclusion lists
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Source: Robeco

In-house Green bond analysis framework to ensure bonds adhere to internationally accepted principles 
Robeco selection process: Green bond eligibility
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Sustainable bonds are regular bonds (except < 10 bp)

Publish fancy econometric techniques, but learn anything?????

Takeaway #4: Aim to understand



> Quantify the real-world impact of sustainable investing (exclusions, engagement, decarbonization, etc…)

> Design new financial instruments that improve real-world outcomes even more

> Design policies that improves real-world outcomes even more

> Determine the main obstructions for effective climate policies and find mechanisms that solve these

> Gather new or better sustainability data to better inform the sustainability investing debate
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Areas for future research in this field focus on real-world impact Takeaway #4: Aim to understand



Today’s presentation:

> Swinkels (2022) Allocating to Green Bonds. Journal of Alternative Investments or SSRN Working Paper.

> Beteta Vejarano and Swinkels (2023) Social, Sustainability, and Sustainability-Linked Bonds. J. Impact and ESG Investing or SSRN Working Paper.

> Koekkoek and Swinkels (2023) Increasing incentives to decrease carbon emissions in corporate bonds. Robeco Web Article. Full note upon request. 

My other recent sustainability investing research:

> Van Zanten, Swinkels, Scholten and Schieler (2023) Integrating the Sustainable Development Goals in Government Bond Investment Strategies. SSRN 
Working Paper.

> Markwat and Swinkels (2023) Corporate Carbon Emissions Data for Equity and Bond Portfolios. Managerial Finance or  SSRN Working Paper.

> Swinkels (2023) Trading Carbon Credit Tokens on the Blockchain. SSRN Working Paper.

> Swinkels and Yang (2022). Investing in Carbon Credits. Journal of Alternative Investments or SSRN Working Paper. 

> Blitz and Swinkels (2021). Does Excluding Sin Stocks Cost Performance? J. of Sustainable Finance and Investments or SSRN Working Paper.

> Blitz and Swinkels (2021). Who owns tobacco stocks? Journal of Asset Management or SSRN Working Paper.

> Blitz, Swinkels, and Van Zanten (2021). Does Sustainable Investing Deprive Unsustainable Firms from Fresh Capital? Journal of Impact and ESG Investing 
or SSRN Working Paper.

> Blitz and Swinkels (2020). Do Tobacco Share Owners Finance the Tobacco Business? Journal of Impact and ESG Investing or SSRN Working Paper.

> Blitz and Swinkels (2020). Is Exclusion Effective? Journal of Portfolio Management or SSRN Working Paper.
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Want to read more? Takeaway #4: Aim to understand

https://www.pm-research.com/content/iijaltinv/25/1/9
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3813967
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4420618
https://www.robeco.com/en-me/insights/2023/07/increasing-incentives-to-decrease-carbon-emissions-in-corporate-bonds
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4365013
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4365013
https://doi.org/10.1108/MF-02-2023-0077
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4346300
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4378871
https://doi.org/10.3905/jai.2023.1.195
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4225486
https://doi.org/10.1080/20430795.2021.1972789
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3839065
https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1057/s41260-021-00224-2?sharing_token=ksR1J9x-qOde9oxE-458-lxOt48VBPO10Uv7D6sAgHsOc3xoHga36EP6MmrFR44_JbQcBkWGCIgBXofFFf-GP6sPDZBaMqcpvx6tOTvl-5HTN-H8pWEdr-ayMOfvQcrNhTU33UW-f_quL817XTnk7WffhZIdTpNP_Z5T1p9lWsY=
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3841450
https://www.pm-research.com/content/pmrjesg/early/2021/02/08/jesg20211012
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3728025
https://doi.org/10.3905/jesg.2020.1.004
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3602316
https://www.pm-research.com/content/iijpormgmt/46/3/42
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3337779
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> Sustainable investing requires asset pricing (‘demand’), corporate finance (‘supply’), and context (‘practice’)

> Sustainable bonds markets are large, but currently only a small fraction of the total fixed income market

> The greenium exists, but it is easy to understand why it is small

> If you really want to understand new assets, do not blindly apply fancy econometric techniques
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Four key takeaways from my talk
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